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The high cost of higher education 
1993-1994 1994-1995 increase 
Columbia $6,968 $7,350 5.5°/o 
DePaul $10,590 $11,214 5.5o/o 
liT $13,750 $14,670 6.3°/o 
Loyola $10,470 $11,500 9°/o 
Northwestern $15,804 $16,404 3.7°/o Columbia student mourned Andrew Holland 
Columbia remembers 19-year- $8,700 $9,120 4.7°/o 
• 
Michael Parrigan, a freshman 
who was majoring in marketing 
and advertising before he died 
from injuries in a work -related ac-
cident at U.S. Steel Gary Works 
in Gary, Ind. 
Increases next fall 
The accident occurred on Satur-
day afternoon, May 14, when 
molten slag splashed on 
The sllldent, who bad 
covering 85 pezcent of his 
died the next morning at the 
um.verx•rv of Chicago Hospital 
Center. 
several ~'?l~tri~Cti~~~~~~_,~;,~•,b•~Ji~e.e.~is. iry~~~P ~lion by 
hired by u.s. fo:: tn~ 199.4-95 
Barbara, who is year to $7,350 from 
manager at Midwest $6968, according to the fmance of-
lion, reportedly called her son on flee. The increase matches last 
that Saturday and suggested he year's 5.5 percent rise in tuition. 
work the unscheduled shift to Also, the college housing fees 
earn some vacation money to will increase to $4,350 annually, 
father, Dear! Parrigan of 
Ind., declined to com-
ment on his son's accident 
without his attorney present but spend in Florida this summer. an increase of 6 percent over 1993-L---------------------___.J 94'scost. 
Part-timers have plan 
By Lisa Ramirez 
Cormpondtnl 
Disgruntled part-time faculty 
members at Columbia are banding 
together to ask for representation 
and compensation as part-time 
workers. 
Compensation requests from the 
group known as Part-Time Faculty 
Association at Columbia (PFAC) 
include representation on 
Columbia's Institutional Policy 
Committee (or Governance Com-
mittee which makes faculty 
decisions), health insurance, a pen-
sion plan and other benefits. "Our 
primary concern is that part-time 
teachers would like to be compen-
sated for all the dedication and 
time we put into our teaching," said 
CJ. Zander, a liberal education 
part-time teacher. 
According to another part-time 
liberal education teacher, Jan ina 
Ciezaldo, part-time teachers are 
only allowed to teach two classes 
per semester at S 1,350 for each 
tllree-hour class. ''This doesn't in-
clude the hours put into preparing 
a syllabus, grading homework, 
preparing tests and student con-
ferences. We do all this and don't 
have any job security, medical or 
dental insurance or any benefits at 
all," she said. 
In the liberal education depart-
ment lllone, there are 70 part-time 
worken compared to the 10 full-
time workers. There are an 
estimated 650 part-time faculty 
members college-wide. 
Part-time teachers at Columbia 
are not alone in their struggle. 
There is also a growing reliance on 
temporary workers in corporate 
America, where the hiring of part-
time staffers is high but 
compensation and benefits are 
low. A recent Time magazine ar-
ticle shows that as businesses wait 
for the fate of Clinton's health plan 
and for an improvement in the 
economy, employers will continue 
to lay off many full-time workers 
in an effon to cut the nation's $2.6 
billion payroll costs by as much as 
$800million. 
Caroline Latta, academic dean of 
Columbia, is among those waiting 
for change. "Right now our in-
surance will not allow partial buy-
ins for part-time teachers," Latta 
said. "We are waiting to see the 
results of the Clinton health plan. 
Until then, we are willing to sit 
down and discuss the issues with 
them and deal with their concerns." 
There wasn ' talways communica-
tion between part-time teachers, 
according to Zander. He and 
Ciezaldo began sending out peti-
tions to all part-time· faculty at 
Columbia last semester. "We knew 
it wouldn' t be an easy task to mo-
bilize a group of part-timers this 
diverse and scattered across the 
time and day spectrum," he said. 
According to Ciezaldo, the pur-
pose of coming together as a 
PFAC 
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Many financially-strapped 
Columbia students say another tui-
tion hike is tough to take. 
"We have been paying more tui-
tion, year after year and it still 
seems as though there are no physi-
cal or visible changes being made," 
said Columbia student, Car-
liandrea Cook. "When I ftrst came 
to Columbia, it was a fun place to 
be, a fun place to learn. Now stu-
dents don't even want to hang 
around here, especially after 4 
p.m." 
"The tuition increase will cover 
utility rate increases, instructor pay 
increases, service and service sup-
plies , instructor health care 
benefits and dorm counselor pay 
increase," said Michael DeS aile, 
vice-president of fmance. ''Tuition 
has to increase if Columbia is to 
continue providing the ongoing, 
viable services we have in the 
pasl11 
Students question whether their 
fmancial aid awards will cover the 
cost of the tuition increases. 
''There will be no institutional 
grant cuts made," said John Olino, 
director of financial aid. "Whether 
or not there will be state or federal 
cuts I don 't know. I would assume 
that they (state and federal aid) will 
increase the benefits to accom-
modale the students' needs. They 
have in the past." 
"Columbia's increase in tuition 
is around the market of other 
private colleges in lllinois," said 
Rachel White of college relations. 
According to the college rela-
tions office, tuition at Columbia 
remains exceptionally low when 
compared to other Illinois four 
year private institutions. 
In comparison with local col-
leges Columbia lies in the middle 
of tuition increases. Loyola is one 
of the highest with a 9 percent in-
crease and Northwestern has one 
of the lowest with a 3.7 percent 
increase. 
According to the llllnois Student 
Assistance Commission, the cur-
rent average cost for private 
colleges in the state is $11,140. 
Shades of Fashion 
DeBonaire Model Agency presented a fashion show at 
Columbia for the first time In the Holdn Annex on May 19. 
Models put on a fantastic runway display of student-designed 
and !lore-bought fashions. 
_2-----------------------------~----------------------MA __Y~Jl~,~~~~ 
By Jon Bigness 
Correspottdmt 
If you follow this space on a weekly basis, you obviously have way 
too much free time on your hands. But beside that, you may have been 
under the impression that I was on my way to Australia for summer 
break. Well, I'm back. Actually, I never left. I couldn't leave my faithful 
readers without one last word. 
And here it is: karakul. 
That's a great word, isn' t it? For those of you who may not know, a 
karakul is, according to Webster's Dictioflllry, "a breed of hearty, fat 
sheep from B ukhara [wherever the hell that is] with a narrow body and 
coarse, wiry fur." As Reader's Digest suggests, "use it three times in a 
paragraph and it's yours for life." 
Karakul (one) have nothing to do with this week's column. In fact, let 
the record show that hearty, fat sheep, karakul (two), play no role in my 
personal or professional life. However, I've never been one to be 
sheepish with my opinions, especially on the subject of karakul (three, 
it's mine for life!) and by now I'm sure ewe know I would never try to 
pull the wool over your eyes. 
So anyway, I just want to tie up a few "salsa queens" before we're 
dismissed foc the summer. Did I say "salsa queens?" I meant loose ends. 
I've been told that my good friends Kenneth Stovall and Damen 
Gallagher have been asking what I look like and where I can be found. 
Stovall and Gallagher are the two gentlemen I referred to as "thugs" in 
a previous issue. I also said they loolced like they could be "gansta" 
rappers because of the way they posed for a picture that ran in the 
ClliciJgo Tribune. 
So, guys, what do you want? Are you looking for me so that you can 
prove that you're not thugs? Or are you looking for me because you 
admire my work? There is a fan club forming, but I think all members 
are required to know all the lyrics from Snoopy Puppy Dogg's last 
album. Think you can handle that? 
Anyway, I'm a 5-foot-2-inch, I 10 pound Asian-American female, 
majoring in modem dance. I can be found most days hanging out in the 
park across the street from the 600 S. Michigan building. I always wear 
red and white striped leggings, a green tutu, a Led Zeppelin T-shirt and 
a smart pink beret. You can't miss me. I look forward to meeting you. 
And I would be remiss if I didn't say farewell to the International 
Socialist Organization. My friends and I got big laughs from your 
literature and meetings. I wish you all the best in your efforts to amend 
the racist, homophobic U.S. Constitution. You' ll need it. Free speech 
is way overrated and it's about time someone did something about it. 
Finally,let me say I really don't dislike art students. I've made somr. 
remarks in the past about art students being dumb and not knowing how 
to dress, but some of my best friends are artists. Really. In fact, while 
it is true that lam not an art student, I do play one on TV. But seriously, 
a major in art is a respectable endeavor. I'm sure your parents are 
concerned that you will never get a real job, but, hey, it's your life. At 
least you're not thugs. Or karakul. 
754 S. Wabuh (312) 427-0333 
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part-time faculty association is to r--=---::-------::--::-:;==:-----'"7=-::::::r:-:;:;: 
allow part-time teachers to voice 
their opinions and concerns in 
order to improve their working 
conditions. ''This isn't just about 
money; it's also about ethics," 
Ciezaldo said. "We're not making 
radical proposals. It's a matter of 
changing direction of policy." 
For Zander, part of the problem is 
that Columbia sees its part-time 
faculty as people who work in their 
field and also happen to teach. "It's 
not the same for English teachers 
or poets or artists. Because we 
spend so much time being teachers, 
there's hardly any time for our jobs 
in the field," he said. 
Zander admits that there are part-
time teachers at Columbia and 
other colleges who work at a total 
of three or four different colleges 
to make a decent salary. "Instead 
of [part-timers] working at three or 
four different colleges, I think 
Columbia should have a time-
share program between full-timers 
and part-timers," he said. 
The idea behind the time-share 
program would allow two part-
timers to share one position 
equivalent to that of a full-timer, • 
Ciezaldo said. "It's not to displace 
PFAC 
see page 5 
Pboto by Lisa A. Adds 
ClndereUa Branch (left) uses sign language to Interpret for Devon Whitmore (far right) while attending 
his senior seminar c:lass. An Interpreter training program Is available at Columbia. 
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Ready or not, here they go '-=--Peop=--=..!:..:....:::.le_....IL.__ _ ___.....~ 
By Janet Singleton 
SpeciGI Comspondmt 
O>llege Press 5mJia 
· Anxious about job prospects, ex-
cited about the future and a lillie 
nostalgic about good old days in the 
safe womb of college can sum up 
how many graduating seniors feel 
this spring as they queue up in caps 
and gowns for hard-won diplomas. 
Not all exiting seniors are happy 
about the prospect of facing the real 
world because of economic and 
career worries , but a recent 
Dartmouth survey of exiting stu-
dents showed some surprisingly 
optimistic feelings about life after 
college. 
'They built up an anxiety with an 
overall impression that [the 
economy] is really hard, which I 
think is accurate," Bill Wright-
Swadel, director of Dartmouth's 
Career Services, said of 1994 
graduates. 
Seniors are also nostalgic for the 
safe world of college life that has 
enveloped them for four of five 
years. 
'The university is a cocoon," said 
Chuck Piuy, a student health center 
counselor at the University of 
Colorado-Boulder. "College is 
more protective than the real world. 
I think it provides a kind of 
moratorium of growing up." 
But grow up they musL 
"Approaching graduation is a 
time of transition," said Wright-
Swadel. Students who have been 
spending almost four years hitting 
the books now have to hit the want-
ads, he said, and many are Sfraid of 
what they might find- or not find 
-in the job arena. 
"I feel like I've been going to 
sehool for four years, and there's 
not much out there," said Kim 
Gantcher, a Dartmouth senior. 
"Everything is getting smaller and 
smaller. Staffs are shrinking. 
[Seniors] are very stressed out. 
"At school you have classes and 
exuacurricular activities. You 
wonder what your days are going to 
be like after graduation. What are 
you going to be doing from nine to 
five?" 
Gantcher is an inte rn at 
Dartmouth's public relations of-
fice. She took on the project of 
surveying o ne-third of 
Dartmouth's students to find out 
how they felt about leaving college. 
Seventy-four percent either felt 
ready to enter the brave new world 
of adulthood or felt neutral about it. 
Yet almost 90 percent reported 
feeling pressured about applying to 
graduate school or searching for 
employmenL 
'This is the first group of seniors 
I've experienced who have started 
with a particular recession and 
came to their senior year with that 
recession still going on," Wright 
-Swadel said. "But sllldents have 
seen the recession is beginning to 
improve some and I think their op-
timism is returning." 
A senior at the University of 
Pennsylvania used the same term 
Gantcher did to describe her 
classmates: stressed ouL 
"Penn is a very career-oriented 
school," said Hope Drury, who is 
graduating in December. 'There 
are so many people who want to be 
doctors and fear they won't get into 
medical school. We hear things 
like,there'saone-in-lhreechance." 
What Penn students have heard is 
approximately true. Figures from 
the American Association of Medi-
cal Colleges show there were 
42,808 medical school applicants 
and only 16,307 spaces available 
last year. 
The job market is mixed overall, 
although employers have recently 
shown more signs of willingness to 
hire. "More fields posted increases 
than experienced decreases," the 
College Placement Council said in 
its March repon. , ' . 
Business graduates saw a 3 per-
cent beginning pay decrease since 
September, 1993, with an average 
entry salary of $23,820. Account-
ing graduates experienced a 3.2 
percent increase in starting rates at 
$28,371. Marketing graduates also 
benefited from an increased 
average, estimated at 1.3 percent. 
Their average salary is now 
$24,680. 
MBA's are takingadivefrom the 
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stellar years of the 1980s, though. 
Employers were offering entry 
salaries in January that were 10.2 
percent lower than the ones posted 
in September of '93. The latest 
figures are up by 1.5 percent, 
reported the Council. 
Though fewer employers showed 
up for campus recruiting last fall, 
the Council said the job market is 
showing signs of improvement. 
This spring, college career cousel-
ing centers reponed a dramatic 
increase in the numbers of com-
panies recruiting students on 
campus. 
One of the most disconcerting 
appraisals of the economy comes 
from a couple of economists in 
New Mexico. Their estimates indi-
cate if young people want to see a 
friendly job market, they should 
wait - about26years. By then, the 
baby boomers, the hugely influen-
tial generation born between 1946 
and 1964, will be retiring, Brain 
McDonald and Gerry Bradley said 
in an Associated Press article. Mc-
Donald is director of the University 
of New Mexico's Bureau of Busi-
ness and Economic Research. 
Bradley is an economist at the New 
Mexico Department of Labor. 
There will be plenty of jobs for 
the class of2020,they said. By then 
the nation will be seeing a decrease 
in the number of young people, so 
competition for positions will be 
down and salaries will be up, the 
economists estimated. 
But what's bothering many 
graduates is more personal than the 
sociological predictions and 
economy charts. "The issue is leav-
ing school itself," said University 
of Colorado's Pitty. "Students are 
worrieiLabout leaving friends and 
breakin'g contacts." 
Drury said, "I've talked to people 
who graduated and really missed 
college. They missed not having a 
heavy sense of responsibility. 
That's why a lot of people go to 
medical or law school,they want to 
prolong that period of their lives." 
Sara Berg 
Wbo sbeis: 
Sara Berg is a foreign exchange student from Sweden who is a 
fashion design major. She was greatly involved in the recent Fashion 
Columbia and the Fashion Columbia College Association. Berg is 
valedictorian for Columbia's graduating class of 1994. 
Achievements and Awards: 
Berg received the Academic Excellence Award for art, a Renaissance 
Award and numerous awards for fashion design projects. 
Future plans and goals: 
I plan to go back to Sweden and apply everything I learned here back 
home. I plan to never stop learning and just take things step-by-step. 
Views on the Foreign Exchange Program and Columbia: 
I think the foreign exchange program is very good. It's different 
because I get a liberal arts education. Most schools in Sweden only offer 
technical skills. You don't have a chance to take classes like Columbia 
general requirements, which are importanL Columbia is not just an art 
school. Things are down to earth and you realize you have to make a 
product that is suitable to make a living with. The teachers are also 
excellent, all coming from professional backgrounds. 
Advice to continuing students: 
Pay attention to everything around you, not only your classwork. 
Recognize the relationship between different classes. Most people 
concentrate on classes toward their major, but all other classes are as 
important. This will help tremendously with work. One of the keys to 
being successful is to be well-rounded. 
Pbllosopby on life: 
I have to be true to myself. I try to be honest with myself and others 
and just do what people expect of me. 
By Laura Otto 
51/Jff Writtr 
FEDERAL STUDENT AID IS AT RISK. WRITE YOUR LEGISLATORS! 
The Clinton Administration is requesting $41 million less than last year from Congress in student aid for 
fiscal year 1995. Several important federal student grant and low-interest loan programs are in danger of 
being underfunded or eliminated. They include: 
- State Student Inc entive Grants (SSIG): Slated for elimination. Illinois may have to 
reduce funding for other student a ssistance. such as MAP Grants, to fill the gap. 
Federal Pell Grant: Proposed maximum award for 1995-96 Is only $2.400. the same 
amount as In 1991 . No Inc rease for Inflation. 
Federal Supplemental Educ ational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) . Federa l Work Study 
program. Federal grad uate fellowships: All are In danger of being underfunded . 
LET YOUR LEGISLATORS KNOW THAT YOU SUPPORT MORE, NOT LESS, FUNDING 
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION • 
.. ................................................................ - .. - .... .. .... ........................ ~ p ... -- .... -- .... .. ... ... .......... - -- - -- .... - .. ............ -- .. -- .. .. - .. .. .... .... .. .. 
The Honorable Carol Moseley-Braun 
320 Hart Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
Dear Senator Moseley-Braun: 
As a member of the Columbia College Chicago 
community, where over 40 percent of the students 
receive financial aid, I urge you 10 support an in-
crease in federal aid to higher education above the 
funding levels requested by President Clinton for 
fiScal year 1995. Federal aid is currently scheduled 
to drop by $41 million next year, which will present 
an impossible hardship 10 hundreds of thousands of 
low-income Illinois college students. 
Sincerely, 
The Honorable Paul Simon 
462 Dirksen Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
Dear Senator Simon: 
As a member of the Columbia College Chicago 
community, where over 40 percent of the students 
receive financial aid, I urge you to suppon an in-
crease in federal aid to higher education above the 
funding levels requested by President Clinton for 
fiScal year 1995. Federal aid is currently scheduled 
to drop by $41 million next year, which will present 
an impossible hardship to hundreds of thousands of 
low-income Illinois college students. 
Sincerely, 
':-........ ~~~or~u~t.o·'·~m...~~·~B~rlac~JOOO~·~......_~=~dlpo~ud~~rn~.,.._~~::!!:'::":":':~S L---·----------·------------·-------------···----.Jl ... --·---------------------·--·--------------- --J ~N:IIOIUIJ.W:IAOY--~N:IIOI:ISI~·:IAOY-.LNliOIJSU.:IAOY·- .LN:IIOI:ISI.L.:IAOY 
at's also important to wrire to the U.S. Representative for your district. Call ext ZHl for his or her address.) 
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Photo by Brad Wilkerson 
Chief Ramsey talks to reporters after a media conference at Columbia 
College on May 18 about Chicago's alternative policing strategies. 
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a anc 
in photography and 
illustration 
art buyers from 
ad agencies 
and artist's 
representatives 
organize your work and bring it to 
the 8th floor, Wabash Bldg. 
"in progress" work is WELCOME 
for more information, call Tim Long (x282) 
in Career Plann & Placement 
I 
Futureof community policing discussed 
By Sergio Barreto 
SUiffWrikr 
One year after the Chicago Alter-
native Policing Strategy (CAPS) 
was instituted, crime dropped in 
four of the five prototype districts. 
During a media conference at 
Columbia College on May 18, 
leaders of these neighborhoods 
warned of shortcomings that can 
lead to the failure of the experi-
ment, which is supposed to expand 
citywide in October. 
"Community policing is a 
partnership which brings neigh-
borhood residents and police 
officers together to address crime 
and crime-related issues in a coor-
dinated way," said Steward 
Turner, chair of the Community 
Policing Task Force, a coalition of 
neighborhood organizations that 
had been urging Mayor Richard 
Daley to institute community-
oriented beat patrol officers since 
1988. "However, community resi-
de nts have experienced and 
observed challenges which 
threaten the success of community 
policing in Chicago." 
According to task force members, 
the major problems they faced 
during the flfSt year of CAPS in-
clude a dispatch policy that too 
often keeps officers answering 
.calls-for-service rather than spend-
ing time with the community; lack 
of incentives to keep officers on 
their beat long enough to get to 
know each neighborhood and its 
problems; and lack of reports from 
the Chicago Police Department on 
the progress of the prototype dis-
tricts. 
The participating prototypes in-
clude Rogers Park, Englewood, 
Austin, Marquette, and Morgan 
Park, and the pljoject was la~ched 
May 1, 1993. Beatofficerswereto 
be dispatched to non-emergency 
911 .:ails and to spend most of their 
time working with the community . 
111ree months lalec, without public 
notice or discussion, beat officers 
were also assigned to handle emer-
gency calls, which were originally 
to be handled by rapid-response 
teams. Task force members said 
this change reduced the time of-
ficers had to bond with the 
community and reinforced the at-
titude that policing means 
answering calls for service. 
"If officers spend most of their 
time on the beat racing around 
answering calls for service instead 
of solving problems with the com-
munity, we will not have far from 
traditional, reactive policing," said 
Aaron Sumrall, a Woodlawn resi-
dent and task force member. "We 
will not have come closer to a 
policing strategy that promises 
safer neighborhoods." 
The task force recommends not 
only for the beat officers' time al-
lotment to respond to emergency 
calls be reduced, but also for the 
Chicago Police Department place 
funds for a public education cam-
paign to reduce unnecessary calls 
to911. 
When the experiment began, 
police said it would be necessary 
for officers to stay on their beats for 
one year to establish a bond with 
the neighborhoods. However, resi-
dents have complained that some 
officers leave after three months 
due to a lack of community-
oriented incentives. 
''Even enthusiastic officers who 
are good at cooperative problem-
solving will throw up their hands 
and seek the usual road to reward 
in the department," said G Ioria 
Jenkins, a task force member. 
"The community suffers from the 
absence of community-<>riented in-
centives because they stand to lose 
the most productive officers." 
To keep officers from transfer-
ring out of their beats, the task 
force recommends that they either 
receive more pay or be promoted 
to a newly-created position of 
Master Patrol Officers. ''The 1995 
budget should reflect this commit-
ment to rewarding good wor1t with 
the community," Jenkins said. 
The lack of a regular, uniform 
reporting system on the progress of 
the prototypes makes it almost im-
possible for community residents 
to evaluate either the success or 
shortcomingsofCAPS. "Wenced 
uniform reporting with reportS is-
sued on a monthly basis, in 
languages that the community can 
understand," said Karen Hoover, a 
Rogers Park resident and task force 
member. "The reports could pro-
vide the basis for the community 10 
be an informed partner in the area 
of CAPS of most concern to them, 
the movement toward a successful 
problem-solving partnership bo-
tween the community and the 
police." 
On the plus side, the task force said 
CAPS managerDeputyChiefO!ar-
les Ramsey, Research and 
Development Director Barbara Mc-
Donald and distnct commanders 
have offered strong support to the 
experiment Overall, the crime rate 
has decreased in four of the five 
prototypes. The lone exception was 
Rogers Park, where the crime ra1c 
increased three percent In the mean-
time, non-prototype disaicts have 
been getting ready for full scale city-
wide implementation of community 
policing in October. 
"In a shon span of time, we have 
accomplished much," said Freddy 
Calixto, and Englewood resident 
and task force member. "For the 
flfSt time in years, many residents 
feel that the police department is 
listening to the concern of the 
citizens it promises to serve and 
protect. In many neighborhoods, 
this spirit of togetherness baa 
created hope where apathy ex-
isted." 
Looking back - and ahead 
By Joseph Schrank 
News Editor 
As a memberoftheChronlcle, 
I've taken my fairshareofabuse 
this year. It used to bother me, 
but now I realize that's part of 
the job. This writer wasn't satis-
fied with an edit; some faculty 
member didn't like an aspect of 
a story; then there's the special 
interest group that felt it was 
being ignored or misrepresented. 
Well, I've learned to take 
things a little easier this 
semester. After a stint with a 
newspaper faculty advisor who 
was a cross between Archie 
Bunker and a Jewish 
grandmother, I really needed to 
chill-out 
Ok, Ok, he wasn' t that bad. He 
taught us a lot about journalism, 
both good and bad. He was a big 
part of the updated version of 
this year's Chronicle. Unfor-
tunately, at the end of the fall 
semester his competency 
slipped, leaving us editors to put 
out the last few issues. At that 
point, the other editors and I 
decided to run the newspaper, to 
make the calls and take respon-
sibility for our own actions. 
That's what a student 
newspaper is supposed to be. 
This semester's advisor, 
Tracey Robinson, brought a 
greatly needed breath of fresh air 
to an editorial room that was in 
dire straits. Robinson has given 
us the room we asked for and we 
respect her all the more for her 
guidance. 
We've made some mistakes 
this semester but in doing so, 
we've learned a lot about what to 
do next year. The criticism doled 
out has only reaffirmed my 
belief that the school community 
wants a better product. So do we. 
To do this, we'regoing to need 
some help. We need writers and 
editors for the fall semester. I 
know there are lots of journalism 
majors who could use the clips 
and experience. So come on in 
and see us or give us a call. We 
don't bile and some would even 
say we're nice people. 
I remember in my sophomore 
year, I kept telling myself I 
would write for the Chronicle 
the following year. I didn't think 
my work was good enough for 
the paper. But when I was of-
fered the job of editor last fall, all 
I could say was "yes." I've never 
regreued that decision. 
Even with all the sacrifices 
(family, friends and even clas-
ses) I've made to get the paJX'Z 
out, I still wouldn't ttade it for 
anything. The ~de I've gotten 
from putting out 26 editions, in-
cluding many 12 and 16-pagers 
and a monster 24-pager, is 
beyond comparison. 
The friendships I've estab-
lished with some of the editors 
and writers has helped me 
through a challenging year. You 
know who you are. Thanks. 
So I'm really hoping some am-
bitious journalism students are 
willing to offer their services to 
the Chronicle next year. 
In addition to new writers and 
editors, we need ideas on what 
the Columbia community wants 
in its student newspaper. Even if 
you aren't a writer or have no 
idea about how to run a 
newspaJX'Z, we'd still like to hear 
your thoughts. 
We'll be in the Chronlct. of-
fice periodically throughout the 
summer, so call, write or fax us 
if you so desire. The phone num-
ber is (312) 663-1600, ext. 343; 
the fax number is (312) 427· 
3920 and the address ia 623 
S.Wabash, room 802, Chicago, 
Ill., 60605. 
If you want to be a part of the 
continued improvement of our 
school paper next year, the ball 
ia in your court. 
It's been real. See you next 
year. 
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Fall financial reminder 
By Scott Molenhouse 
5111/fWriltr 
With the end of the school year 
approaching, students need to keep 
fmancial aid in mind when thinking 
about the upcoming fall semester. 
Putting off applying for financial 
aid only creates more hassles for the 
fmancial aid office and puts stu· 
dents in jeopardy of not receiving 
financial aid. 
John Olino. director of financial 
aid, and his staff have been on top 
of things by warning students about 
coming deadlines. They have been 
by sending out letters to all students 
with fmancial aid files. Olino said 
that with late applications it can't 
be promised that students will get 
processed in time to receive aid. 
''The alert has been sent out and 
it is imperative that students bring 
their applications in as soon as pos-
sible," Olino said. 
"We can't help students who 
won' t help us and work with us," 
PFAC 
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full-time workers; it is a plan to 
give us a fair share." 
If time-shares are not negotiable, 
then PFAC is also requesting a 
consideration of teaching 
upgrades, which would give part-
timers with seniority and 
qualifications a chance to be 
upgraded to full-time faculty. "For 
now. all we can do is start a 
dialogue with administration and 
hope that we can negotiate some 
type of compensation for more of-
he said. 
Other advice Olino suggesiS in-
cludes to gather tax information for 
financial aid applications and 
reminds students that the deadline 
for state grants for 1994-95 school 
year is June I. 
PackeiS to help strdeniS with fill· 
ing out their financial aid 
applications as well as the applica-
tions themselves are available in 
the financial aid office. 
The fmancial aid office has been 
the target of much criticism this 
year with many students complain-
ing of slow me processing. The 
office is still looking for a new full-
time advisor to handle the load. 
"We make mistakes , but the 
quality [of service I students receive 
is taken very seriously," Olinosaid. 
Olino also stated that as with any 
department. there are no guarantees 
of getting what you want but the 
financial aid office is committed to 
help students. 
flees, access to INTERNET or 
E-MAIL so that we can work from 
our homes or have time-shares or 
upgrades or given other benefits," 
Zander said. 
"We value our faculty, they are a 
large part of Columbia's success," 
Latta said. "We will work our 
hardest to give them representation 
on the Governance board, which 
grows all the time." According to 
Latta, only 10 percent of part-time 
faculty signed the petition, which 
is enoul(h for her and the rest of the 
PFAC 
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Learn diversity in ideas 
By Michel Schwartz 
Executitle Editor 
Contrary to popular belief, life does go on and all the stunts and 
mishaps the Chronicle put Columbia through will soon be nothing more 
than a few chuclcles over a beer. They will be put aside like an English 
composition I textbook to make room for new causes to complain about. 
During the fall semester alone, we had numerous people quit and at 
least seven people write formal complaints to various administrators of 
the school. Even more miraculous, a team offlfSt-timeeditors and brand 
new writers were thrown together by fate and. managed to pot out this 
form of mass communication on a weelcly basis. As many times as we 
joked about running blank pages or killing issues, we never did. 
Throughout the year, we passed up opportunities such as going out for 
a beer, catching an occasional free movie or play, having a social life, 
attending our classes regularly .. . We sacrificed a lot. 
But it wasn'tfor nothing. We were able to see people's faces turn red 
with rage, collect nasty flyers and posters about us (our gallery will be 
opening soon),listen to people slam phones in our ears, have them bitch 
us out for large blocks of time, develop our ethical codes (or lack of) 
and keep in close contact with our lawyers due to weelcly lawsuit threats. 
But, seriously, we learned a lot. I know we always cynically invited 
those who complained about us to put themselves in our shoes, but I 
would seriously advise everyone to take us up on the offer. The rewards 
are endless. 
By working for the newspaper, journalism major or not, you learn 
more about your school. Because Columbia is a commuter college, most 
students only see the buildings' entrances,theelevators and classrooms. 
Then they complain that the Chronicle doesn't inform the Columbia 
community about what's going on in the school. At least if you're a 
writer or an editor, you Jearn to look on the bulletin boards and read the 
articles in the Tribune or the Sun-Times about Columbia. You may even 
attend some of the numerous events Columbia offers. 
I realize that we are going through an information explosion and that 
all the facts thrown at people can be overwhelming, but in order to be 
conscious and aware citizens to deal with the real world (Yes, in it's 
own way, Columbia is the ivory tower college is supposed to be.), we 
need to look past our own noses and see what's going on. 
We have 7,0CXJ students, 7,0CXJ agendas and 7,0CXJ causes. Over the 
past year, I have learned that everyone only reacts when we step past 
his or her boundary and step on his or her toes. This is a liberal arts 
school. The word liberal means open and the goal of an education in 
liberal arts is to become a well-rounded individual. The first step is 
getting rid of selective learning and turning it into diverse learning. I'm 
not talking about learning about only the diversity in people, but also 
diversity in thoughts and ideas. 
If I could leave you with only one lesson, it would be this: Free speech 
is free speech. The term does not mean that you are allowed to spew 
your ideas but others cannot spew their ideas if they conflict with yours. 
With the exception of libel, everything has a right to be said. 
I hope you enjoyed reading the Chronicle as much as we have enjoyed 
putting it together. I hope we didn't scar anyone for life (If we did, you 
need a life and a good shrink.). And I hope you have a great summer. 
Peace. 
"No animosity here" 
By Matt Kurten 
f..,ttms Editor-,.,.""'"' 
This year's over; only one more to go until I'm homeless, jobless and 
"free." 
Not that I have any animosity towards this lilting institution or the 
people who shovel their hard-earned dollars into it. Let's say my eyes 
have had a radical keratotomy and I didn' t even have the courtesy bus 
pick me up and drop me off after the ghost-surgery. 
Working for the newspaper has put me in a position of privilege and 
allowed me the hands-on opportunity to read some of the best and most 
pathetic works of Columbia students. I have realized the differences 
between a suburban education and a Chicago school system "educa-
tion." I'm not faulting the students for this. For they were slaves to their 
masters as we all are in school - and this is supposed to be a place for 
free thought. No such thing here at Columbia. More times than not, the 
teachers are raising the ante on their own with their two, three or even 
four cents. No, no animosity, only misunderstanding - and I don't 
believe I'm missing the point. 
I transferred here from Missouri University two years ago and can say 
that even in that hole-of-a-school, no one stamped on my ideas with their 
own miaconceptions, they carried them and allowed them to grow. I'm 
glad that since the first semester things have changed for the better here 
at Columbia Yes, with a new advisor who allows us to breathe, be our 
own people and produce our own newspaper for the other minds striving 
to be free at this school. It has been an uplifting end to a challenging 
year. . . 
There are things that will never be forgotten and ues that wtll never 
be broken. This I owe to the Chronlcl1. I have met interestiag J!C?Ple 
on the edge of up-and-coming entertainment events and changed mmds 
that were wary of college newspapers. I have seen the idiocy of sevecal 
groups on catnpus highlighted in a way that most students would never 
see and always ignore if it came their way. It is because of a sense of 
pride in the growth of my work in all aspects of newspaper production, 
and my ability to write and to capture ~e at~ntion ofreaders.that I atn 
sad that the year is coming to an end. Ammostty, never. There ts already 
enough hatred and fear. If there were two things that I would immedi-
ately dispose of in this world, it would be hatred and f~. Then we could 
live freely, without judgment. the courses of our Jives. Good Luck 
seniors and adios readers, BE YOU! 
Learning- a lifelong pursuit 
It has been a long semester and 
finally, my quest for a bachelor's 
degree has ended. After five years 
in post-secondary school, four 
years of working full-time while 
going to school and raising my 
Bubbele (my son, Chad) and an 
interruption this semester by an in-
jury that requires me to see two 
physical therapists and a 
neurologist almost daily, I can 
hang up my book bag and shelve 
my textbooks. 
I never thought I was going to see 
the day that I would walk across the 
stage to receive my diploma. Of 
course, my mother didn't either. 
"You're going to be in school the rest 
of your life," she said . Well, in a way 
she is correct. Learning is a lifelong 
pursuit. in and out of the classroom. 
Working on the Chronicle this 
semester was definitely a learning 
JXOCCSS. It is one thing to complete 
assignments based on book 
knowledge, but to be actually per-
forming the same tasks on a 
newspaper that thousands of students 
read is an invaluable experierx:e. Of 
course, I get to add it to my already 
lengthy resum6 (E. McCarthy, see the 
accent over the "e"?). 
Yes, there were errors that made 
their way past me (and the other 
copy editors) because I wasn't able 
to work late evening hours to edit 
copy that was brought in or typeset 
at the last minute, but I still take 
some responsibility for them. And 
as you may have heard over and 
over from our staff, stop criticizing 
and do something to help the 
newspaper. 
We are ever in need of students 
to write about what's happening on 
catnpus. It is very hard for our 
limited staff to do everything and 
more. We have all worked several 
hours over the limit of which we 
are paid, yet we persevered so that 
we could produce a product for and 
about you, the students. We can 
only drain so much blood from our 
already over-worked writers and 
photographers. 
Because the editorial staff is al-
ways in class or at the office of the 
Chronicle, defying our need for 
sleep (but not for hygiene), we 
have to be nudged by you to keep 
us informed on what you are inter-
ested in seeing covered by the 
newspaper. After all, it is your 
newspaper that your tuition helps 
to pay for. 
Okay, enough about the paper's 
needs. 
I would like to thank all the stu-
dents who worlc:ed for the paper 
this semester. They have done an 
excellent job and are worthy of 
commendation. I salute you and 
wish you the best of success in your 
endeavors. A zillion thank you's to 
instructors in the art, computer 
graphics and journalism depart-
ments who have been instrumental 
in developing and enhancing my 
skills. Although I have more than 
10 years of invaluable experience 
in the corporate world, I did not 
feel that I had the knack to make it 
through college as an older stu-
dent. Well, I made it and I'm glad 
I kept my mind clear and attained 
my goal. 
Before I conclude, I would like 
to say that this racial division that 
is being experienced at Columbia 
needs to come to an end. In this 
society in which we live, there are 
so many other things that we can 
concern ourselves with. Issues like 
the ever increasing violence being 
perpetrated by our young, lack of 
an adequate education system,lack 
of employment, the homeless 
problem and affordable and safe 
housing are what we should be 
shouting and jumping up and down 
about. Beyond the colors of our 
skin,language and religion that we 
choose to practice, we are all the 
same. Please work to understand, 
accept and embrace one another. A 
country or people divided is a 
country or people at risk. 
Lastly, I would like to say that I 
am extremely happy to see so 
many African-American males at-
tending Columbia over the past 
year. When I fust came to Colum-
bia in 1988, your presence was nil. 
It makes me happy that I can laugh 
at the remark that "there aren't any 
educated black males for black 
women today." Keep up the pursuit 
for education in your lives and let 
that light you have shine on your 
younger generation of brothers. 
Peace in your hearts. 
Lynnette Richardson-Gebrehiwot 
Copy Editor 
Thanks for the tnemories 
By Victoria Sheridan 
Assignment Editor 
Mistress Venus 
Corrtspondent 
V:Nice plug. Anyway, as I was 
saying. It's time for me to recount 
my year and credit all those I need 
to thank. I'd like to thank my Direct 
Mail teacher Steven Neulander for 
All the opinions expressed in this handing me opportunity after op-
froth of literature are not intended portunity. And Bill Fisher. Thank 
as the epitome of journalistic in- you both for believing in me. 
tegrity, (After all, originally, I was MV:Of course you'd like to 
a fiction major.). Please send the · thank me for being the idol of a 
usual complaints about grammar, haute couture attitude in a pret-a-
bad attitudes, good journalism vs. porte world. 
crap and women not being allowed V :Much thanks to Jane Ripley, 
to have the attitudes of a viper to for just being who she is in her own 
Michel Schwartz. She will treat unique way. 
them with her usual savoir faire. MV:Where's my hankie? Are 
Victoria: Do you think this year you receiving the Oscar or some-
has been a complete waste of time? thing? 
Mistress Venus: Weren'tyou en- V:Only for my next movie, Far 
lightened through education? and Away, the Further the Better. 
V: Onlywheniwasawake;color I'd like to thank Michel Schwartz 
me a narcoleptic. I suppose I have for giving my life direction and 
a lot to reflect on. meaning. She is the Goddess. And, 
MY: Like what? if it wasn' t for her, I would have 
V: The lovely school year that starvedtodeaththeentire semester. 
zipped passed me faster than my Undoubtably, special thanks to 
ex- boyfriend running from the Mistress Carey Arnholt who gave 
law. (And right under our noses, me the chance to enrich others with 
may I add.) First, I'd like to reflect joys of astrology and earn 60 bucks 
upon how I divorced myself from to give to my creditors. 
oppression at its fmest, and now MY: I'd like to thank Brad Pitt. 
I'm able to move on to bigger and V: For what? 
better things. MV:Just in general. 
MV:Disgusting, stop watching V: I'd like to thank Matt Kurten 
those damn talk shows. Go get a for giving me the chance to sit five 
copy of Necessary Losses by Judith feel away from Brendan Frazer and 
Viorst Patrick Dempsey. Cherish the 
PFAC 
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administration to want to discuss 
the issues at hand. 
"We know we are at the point 
where we want to hire more full-
time faculty, but we cannot 
guarantee that there will be an 
upgrade for part-time faculty," 
Latta said. 
She also hopes that there will be 
enough money in the school's 
budget for raises. "I cannot say if it 
will be an across-the-board pay in-
crease, but there is a commi!ment 
to raises for part-time faculty," 
Latta added. 
Lorraine Serwatka, associate 
vice-president for fac ulty ad-
ministration and head of Loyola's 
Part-Time Faculty Committee, 
says that Loyola's committee has 
been in effect for nine years in 
order to fmd out the needs of its 
part-time faculty. "You have to 
know your population and be 
responsive to that population," 
Serwatka said. "In order for it to 
work from both ends, there needs 
to be a balance between issues and 
needs." 
memory. Of course I can't forget 
my favorite Aquarian, Joe. He's 
more than a man. He's three men. 
He knows who he is without crawl-
ing into a cubby hole of narcissism. 
I like that in a man. 
MY: And. he can take a joke. 
V:I thank Tracey Robinson, not 
only for the use of her television, 
but for helping me reinvent the 
phrase "girl talk". I thank Gemma, 
for teaching me the meaning of tact. 
Gemma showed me that all can be 
said without censorship, but only if 
you use a mute button. I thank Lyn-
nette for listening to me babble. 
Thanks to Tony, for babbling back 
at me. And, there's this one guy I'd 
like to thankbuthedoesn't wan this 
name mentioned in this thing, but 
he knows who he is and what I think 
about him. 
MV:Did I miss something? 
What are you thanking him for? 
V:Things like driving me to the 
Chicago Auto Pound and getting 
my car out. 
MV:Ah L'atnore. (Sigh.) 
V:I think that's it. Oh, thanks 
mom for paying for me to be here. 
MV:Don't worry, I'm sure she 
expects to see every dime of it paid 
back. If she was smart, she'd be 
charging you interest. 
V:Puh-leaze. Like you even go to 
this school. 
A decision from administration 
on PFAC's requests is still pend-
ing. Until then, Latta says they will 
publicly recognize part-time facul-
ty for their contribution. ''This fall 
we hope to begin a faculty institute 
for new part-time faculty and dis-
tribute a part-time faculty 
handbook . This year at graduation 
we will give a monetary award to 
the part-time teacher of the year," 
she said. "We can't make any 
promises for all of their requests, 
but we'll do the best we can." 
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Abbott, David Norman 
Ablin, Denise Gayle 
Abraham, Darrell 
Abramowsky, Mark 
Addington, Michelle Renee 
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Bardwell, Michelle 
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Barrigar, Dale Williams 
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Bell, Robert A. 
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Berg, Sara Charloua 
Berkman, Tamar Mia 
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lliAII!Jianl , Jill Millie 
Blaclc, Josephine Renee 
Black, Paul Jarrcdd 
Blackwell, Jennifer Lynn 
Blahut, Bohuslav Martin 
. Blake, Allyson 
Block, Darren R 
Bloom, Jeanna Lynne 
Blount, Larissa Morella 
Bodner, Jonathan Roben 
Bogosian, Barbara Ann 
Boland, Richard Henry 
Bolanowski, James S. 
Bolden, Da'non L. 
Bolhuis, Andrew Christopher 
Bonczyk, Mark D. 
Bonds, Denise Quintesse 
Bonhart, Desiree 
Bonilla, Charles Allen 
Bordignon, Antonio 
Bomebusch, Nancy Maria 
Boyd, Teri Winifred 
Boylan, John Edward 
Brady, Valerie G. 
Brecheisen, Barry L. 
Brennan, Sean Matthew 
Britton, Raymond A. 
Brock, Julie Lynn 
Brock, Terry Tyrone 
Broclcman, Rhonda Merie 
Broclcs, Kathy Ann 
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Brown, Jennifer Lynn 
Brown, Larry K. 
Brown, MarceUous La'Dellc 
Brown, Mary Lashelle 
Brown, Patrick Joseph 
Brown, William Robert 
qrowne, Amy E. 
Bruni, Kristin Joy 
Rruns, Holly Elaine 
Bryan, Corinna Maria 
Bryant, Kevin S. 
Buckman, Cory T. 
Bulava, David Joseph 
Burciaga, Rordc Dahlia 
Burke, Shannon Marie 
Burt, Angelena Maria 
Busco, Dorothy St.cphanie 
liutler, Deshonn 
Butler, Lezle Suzann~ 
B'lbac , Hygcia Micha ·Ia 
Caba'.~ro. Carolyn 
Cain Michael Joseph 
Cal( ana, Theodora 
CaiJcrisi, Anthony Vir ccr t 
Caliacatsos, John C. 
Callahan, Jennifer Elizabeth 
Campbell, Jody Eileen 
Campbcll, Latoya Maxine 
Cannon, Wendy Ann 
Carnahan, Michael Wayne 
Carr, Christine Mw-ie 
Casey, Slephcn Thomas 
CaNtaneda, Roman John 
Ca..~tillo, Omar A. 
Cavoto, LiHa 
Cellin i, William Jlrw•k 
Ccraulo, Anthony John 
Ccrqua, Corinu Ann 
Cctronc, Marc L. 
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CharnbcrN, Jamc~ Dcrrld 
Charny, Piuna 0 . 
Chart , Andy Shu-Pun 
Chau, Chi C11un11 
Chen, Mln-ll~in 
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ChcMLCr, Mirl Olinku 
Chiaru, Knru A1111 
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Childress, Anthony Lavoy 
Chirco, Eva Marie 
Choi, Sung Hyun 
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Christian, Andre 
Cinke, Stephanie M. 
Clarlc, Brendan 0. 
Clark, Reginald Elliott 
Clark, Yvette Renee 
Clarlcin, Michelle M. 
Clevenger, Doug W. 
Coglianese, Blake 
Cohen, Jessica H. 
Cohen, Laura Jennifer 
Cohen, Lynda Michele 
Coleman, R. Scott 
Coleman, Randolph Miguel 
Coleman, Thurston W. 
Colford, Sally Elizabeth 
Colletti, Christopher P. 
Colon, Michael Edelmiro 
Conaway, Tamatha Meashawn 
Conlee, William Sterling 
Coole, Ron Richard 
Coolce, Melvena 
Cooley, Melissa T. 
Cooper, Chandra Yvonne 
Cooper, Malcolm Raymond 
Cooper, Michael Philip 
Corb.:u, Daniel Edward 
Corbett, Michael James 
Cordon, Evelyn Maciel 
Correa, Anthony Carlos 
Cosla, Michael Dominick 
Cosla, Thomas Paine 
Co<~~llo. Matthew Lawn-~ce 
Cots•• >poulos, Chris Wuuant 
Crnb• ree, Lisa Michelle 
Cret"vy, James G. 
Cris;, Alan Brian 
Croom, Sharma Renarde 
Cross, Kevin Curtis 
cross. Vanessa Myshelle 
Crout, Theresa Ann 
Crow, Dennis Michael 
Crutchfield, Tammy Lance 
Cummins, Elaine Carol 
Cunningham, James Denver 
Cunningham, Thomas Leo 
Currie, Benjamin D. 
Curry, Kelly A. 
Curtis, John M. 
Cusack, Maureen Patricia 
D'Andrea, Anthony Victor 
Dale, Erin Renee 
Dalla Costa, Mark John 
Daly, Shannon Marie 
Daniel, Collin Lawrence 
Daniels, Jeffrey Sean 
Danis1.cwski, Kristic Lyn 
Dardick, Samuel Edwnrd 
Date her, Ernest 
Davenport, Jonathan Kenneth 
Davis, Carole Vanessa 
Davis, Dwight Antltony 
De Castro, Ricardo Rocha 
DeGraaf, Donna Lee 
De Kluyver, Marlies Ingrid 
DeCuvitch, Anthony John 
Dedecker, Mark Stephen 
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Denbow, Joel Edward 
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Dinkel, Edward Anthony 
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Dittmer, Marie Catherine 
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Dobes, David Patrick 
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Dorfman, Paula Beth 
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Dougherty, Jason Thomas 
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Douglas, Maurice 
Dover, Shcrcse 
Drake, Jason A. 
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Dravillas, Diane Catherine 
Drayton, Michael 
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Drew, Michael Harry 
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Ford. Robert Michael 
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Foreman, Mart Joseph 
Foreman, Thomas B. 
Foster, Leslie Anne 
Fowler, Raymond Scott 
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Franco, David Joseph 
Franczyk, Ed David 
Freeman, LaZerie FrideU 
French, Gregory Martin 
French, Heather Riley 
Fried, Susan lone 
Friedman, Amy Michelle 
Friske, Michele Ann 
Fuller, Craig S. 
Fuller, Daniel Warren 
Fulton, Darcie L 
Gabriel David R. 
Gaines, Suran Sulay 
Galindo, Fernanda 
Galvan, Marcuis Anthony 
Gant, Paul Thomas 
Garber, Noah Andrew 
Garcia, Abel 
Garcia, Angel Emilio 
Garcia, Arturo 
Garcia, Elizabeth Anne 
Garcia, Elizabeth Marie 
Gard, Monica Lynn 
Garner, Cynthia Lynn 
Games, Paul Goodwin 
Garrison, Mia 
Garvey, Michael E. 
Gaveli, DanielFnrncis 
Gawron, Susan Marie 
Gayle, Donna Marie 
Gehris, Jodi Lynn 
Gehron, Andrew Wade 
Geiger, John Robert 
Gemskie, Darcy Marie 
Geno, Jason D .. 
GentiJe, Lori Ann 
GiannOiti, Marco 
Gielow, Laura Christine 
Gierut, Katherine Julia 
Gilbert, Kathy Dawn 
Gildart-Fowler, Toya Monique 
Gillispie, William Robert 
Ginn, Peter Vilas 
Giordano, Venessa 
Givargis, John 
Giza, Daniel R. 
Godman, Pamela Jean 
Golden, Mark Sc01t 
Golvach, Michael David 
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Goodhart, Adam Keith 
Goranitis, Jim 
Gordon, Lind! Jean 
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Gowin, Peter 
Graham, Karen Marie 
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Graham, Portia Deanne 
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Howard, James Karl Komar, Patricia L. Magana, Fernando Moreland, George Edward Patitucci, Donna Marie 
Hozer,Jennifer Renee Kondraros, Voula Maria Magee, Stephen Brian Moreno, Marco E. Patterson, Renessa Joy 
Huber,Jenifer Lynn Kopacz, Karen E. Maggio, WestonS. Moreno, Ricardo Panon, Joy C. 
Huddleston, Jayson T. Kopacz, Theresa Elizabeth Maher, Lori K. Morgan, Chiquita Paul, Michelle Marie 
Hughes, Christopher Peter Kopp, Catherine Marie Maheras, Michael George Morris, Christian Marlon Paull, Debbie Lynn 
Hunt, Charlotte E. Kopton, Daniel James Malik, 1 uliana Marie Morris, Eileen M. Paull, Shereen Lena 
Hur.tcr, Cary Anthon J Korhom, Neil Albert . vtalik, Laura Anne Morris, Heidi Evita Pearson, Chad Thomas 
Hurban, Michelle SteiJhanie Korne, lsen Tanya Man, SiuLun Morris, Kendall Eugene Pecko, Michelle M. 
Hurlburt, Denise Marie Korompilas, Alexandra C. Mangialardi, Tracy Lee Morris, Michelle Pekny, Gregory Paul 
Hurley, Vemice Jeanette Kotheimer, Daniel I . Mangrum, Rodney Byron Morrison, Diana Lynn Pelczarski, David Steven 
Hutchinson, Monique Deneen Kovacs, Dennis Michael Manning, Joseph Francis Morrison, Tanya L. Penczek, Cary John 
Hutson, Wendell P. Kowalczyk, Lucia Theresa Manojlovic, Snezana Monon, Felicia Brigitta Penn, Brad Stephen 
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Irvine, Sharon Marie Kralj, Y assira Marcisz, Nicole Angeleen Moser, Lawrence Christopher Perez, Alex M. 
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Jackson, Dobm Angelique Kromer. Ingrid Martenson, Jennifer Lynn Mueller, Kathryn Louise Peters, Andrew James 
Jackson, Francine Louise Krueger, George H. Martin,Jody Anne Mui,Mimi Peters, Michele 
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Joyce, Patrick Joseph Leber, Brian Todd McDade, Marci Rae Noble, Carin Lee Pradel, Karl Andrew 
,. 
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Prendergast, Karen 
Prevo, Chanda A. 
Pritchard, Thomas E. 
Pult, Michael A. 
Quarles, Brian Hugh 
Querubin, Michael 
Quinlan, John Allen 
Raben, Joshua David 
Rabcor, William Harold 
Radunsky, Todd 
Raff, James Arthur 
Raider, Diana Jacqueline 
Rajnowski, Kimberly Ann 
Ralls, Christina Rose 
Ramirez, Luz Marina 
Rand, Tara Michelle 
Rasinski, Jane Catherine 
Rautenberg, Jeannie Elizabeth 
Redd, Cynthia 
Reed, Marcia A. 
Reed, Robert Dennis 
Reichert, Amy Elizabeth 
Reis, Brian Alexander 
Reis, Heather Linai 
Renker., Suzanne Angeline 
Resst.:r, Brent Emerson 
Rev~:. Robin Lee 
Rice, Rebecca Ann 
Richardson, Gary Lee 
Richardson, Lynneue 
Riegert, Lisa Renee 
Riener, Kate Elizabeth 
Rifareal, Gregory Rodrigo 
Riley, Patrick 
Rinuanukul, Warut 
Rios, Carlos Manuel 
Risser, Barbara Jean 
Ristich, Michael James 
Risty, Karen E. 
Ritsema, J odee Kathryn 
Ritter, WiUiam Albert 
Roberts, Steven Edward 
Robinson, Tricia Lenore 
Robles, Benjamin 
Robson, Terri J. 
Rocha, Carmen 
Rodrigue, Ducis 
Rodriguez, Debbie Lyn 
Rodriguez, Elena 
Rodriguez, Kimberly Ann 
Rodriguez, Monica Maria 
Rodriguez, Ruthanne Katherine 
Rodriquez, Magdalena 
Rohan, Andrew John 
Rohrlaclc, James Nicholas 
Romeo, Michael Thomas 
Rornersa, Tanya 
Roseberg, Beth El len 
Rosenbluh, Brian Neal 
Rosenthal, Jennifer Anne 
Ross, Scou Allen 
Rowell, Amy Elizabeth 
Rowell. Christopher Michael 
Romer. Michael Irwin 
Rozycki, Amy Jo 
Rutr.nberg, Matthew Aaron 
Rufus, Angela Denise 
Ruger, Larry M. 
Ruiz, Janeue 
Rushton, Denise Marie 
Ryan, John James 
Ryann, Andrew J. 
Salazar, Marco Antonio 
Salerno, John Michael 
Salley, Kimberly Janel 
Salomone, Erin Lynn 
Salvino, Cynthia Joan 
Sanches, Max JOICph 
Sanders, Racquet 
Sanghvi, Arnilhi Pravin 
S31'11Wardo, Christina Marie 
Santiago, Pablo 
Sapien7A. Gina Rose 
Sara, Kathy A. 
SardCini, Michael Phil ip 
SaBcl:, Michael S. 
Sa.'-\Ctti, Alicia Marie 
Sauern. S uWJ Linnea 
Saunders, Jeanc:ttt 
Sautlcu.,, Jennifer Lynn 
S37.vnoff, Penny Eve 
Scllrleu, Bonita Hue 
'.ctl:ld. Nathan P. 
~~~~~~ger, Brik John 
S<.hertet. 'llliJfnaJI John 
SchleJ~. Emily C:talrc 
'k.hmidt, Kevin llric 
'k.hrnidt. l'elru: M11tlln 
S<.hmuldt, Mk.tuw;l WJ IIlum 
'k.hnittker, Jennifer L. 
lk.hermer, Mat1c IAwrerH..c 
.'k.hulleiJ!iYCI, ChrlJ Allltfl 
Schults, John Forrest 
Schulz, Norman J. 
Schumacher, Lauri Anne 
Schutte, David Scott 
Schwarzberg, Rebecca Susan 
Sconiers, Andre L. 
Scott, Sheri Laveue 
Seaton, Carl Howard 
Segura, Jesus A. 
Sehr, John Albert 
Senior, Richard 
Sexton, Stephen Thomas 
Shabazz, Khallid Jamil 
Shampine, Kurt Allen 
Shanahan, Jennifer Lynn 
Shea, Thomas Micheal 
Shemash, Cathy Marie 
Shen, Mei-Chu 
Sherpan, Eric J. 
Shilling, Sara Ann 
Shipp, Aaron Lee 
Shorr, Karen Beth 
Showalter, Brent Thomas 
Shrago, Brian Samuel 
Sibert, Patrice 
s iddiqi, Zarina 
Silber, Thomas Edward 
Silveira, Ernestina Luna Da 
Simari, Kimberly Lynne 
Simmons, Dawn E. 
Simmons, William M. 
Simon, Jill 
Simpson, Burney Joseph 
Simpson, Christopher D. 
Sims. James Lewis 
Sitkiewicz, Timothy Andrew 
Siwilc, Mindy Beth 
Skiba, Robert 
Skonescy, Brian Alan 
Skrypkun, Jamie Therese 
Slartman, Jeffrey Loren 
Slavich, Jeffrey Robert 
Slowik, Jeffrey Michael 
Smith, Aaron Lamar 
Smith, Charlie Edward 
Smi th , Jenine Anna 
Smith, Kendra Denise 
Smith , Kerry Beth 
Smith , OmoLola E. 
Smith, Theodore William 
Smith, Travis Randell 
Smits, Rick Menno 
Snodgrass, Eric Charles 
Snyder, Alison Diane 
Snyder, Melvin E. 
Soltis, Melissa Leann 
Song, Andy Y. 
Song, Jae Jin 
Song, Lisa B. 
Spaccapanicca, Rita A.•na 
Spector, MinaR. 
Spencer, Benneu C 
Spies, Kimbefly Ann 
Spieth, Amanda Ann 
Spietz, Can.ice John 
Sprincz, John William 
Spyridaki, Theodora 
Staebler, Joseph John 
Stadnyk, AMe 
Stallwitz, Helen Ann 
Stanczykiewicz, Karen A. 
Starks, Jamison David 
Stawski, Joanna Christine 
Steele , Christina Lee 
SI.Cinkc, Timothy Pci.Cr 
SLephens, Ty L. 
Sterk, Juliet Lyn 
SLem, Jennifer L. 
Sternaglc, Kimberly Anne 
SLevens, James C. 
SI.Cwart, Naomi 
Stigler, Zachary David 
S !Odden, Steven Lee 
Stone, Ilene Hillary 
Stovall , Kenneth Louia 
Sua vis, Sandie Olano 
Suaw, William Eric 
S ueater, Derrick 
Strickland, Daniel William 
S11on1. Sharon Eileen 
StubiUK:h. Gary V. 
Stud way, Gloria Jancue 
Stumpf. Christina Uribe 
Suburic, Ruzica Roac 
Suj~iyumu, M111111ko 
Sull lvun. Kath leen Louise 
Sun11. Yltlun 
Su~~mun, Shirley Nicolo 
Suthard, Amy Lynn 
Sutter, Chrl~t !JIIhcr Mlchuol 
Sutl(ln (lay, IJarbura Jwn 
Sutukl, Norlko 
~t¥'94 
Sweet wood, Judy A. 
Swierkowski, Thomas Gerard 
Sy,Amy 
Symonanis, Stephen Matthew 
Szeszol, Andrew N. 
Szydlowski , Kenneth J. 
Tadeusilc, Steven Eugene 
Taha, Herman Karim 
Taite!, Denise Lynn 
Taite!, Julie Ellen 
Takahashi, Lisa 
Tamillo, Janet Lorrene 
Tammenga, David 
Tang, Deneen Angela 
Tannebaum, Harley J. 
Tardy, Evelyne Marie 
Tate, Danielle C. 
Tavenner, Misty Marie 
Teller, Ranon Jonathan 
Terrazas, Aaron Alexander 
Terry, Janice Beth 
Teschke, Pamela Anne 
Teske, Christine Anne 
Thies, Christopher John 
Thomas, Darcy C. 
Thomas, Kent 
Thomas, Roslyn Michelle 
Thomas, Yuko Carla 
Thomas-Jones, Patrice ArvetiC 
Thompson, John Max 
Thompson, Kimberly Marie 
Thompson, Robert Earl 
Thorne, Mildred 
Thornton, Erik William 
Tiemchaiyapum, Tanya 
Torres, Reynaldo Vance 
Tovar, Gerardo 
Townsel, Marcel 
Tracy, Kerry Bridget 
Travis, Jhatayn Lenae 
Treadwell, Bryant 
Tresch!, Mark Anthony 
Trevino, Alberto 
Trivedi, Kiran Rohit 
Tsilcouris, Bryan Carl 
Turner, Christy Lynn 
Tyderek, Terence Michael 
Tyler, Ako Naoi 
Tyriver, Joseph Allan 
Umali, Derwin 
Underwood, William Marshall 
Unite, Geraly Sansona ' 
Urchak, Jill Danielle 
Valduga, James Richard 
Valent, Geoffrey Gustave 
Vallianatos, Apostalia 
Van Dommelen, Laura 
Van Kampen, Paul Nicholas 
VanBorlc, Marc B. 
Vance, Benjamin Michael 
Vanosdol, James Daniel 
Varesco, Lidia Stephanie 
Vargas, Marco Antonio 
Vasey, Christina Marie 
Vena, Steven Richard 
Verdi , Vincent Anthony 
Viana, Laura Diane 
Vick, Foster John 
Vieau, R. Michael 
ViUallll, Silvia Carolina 
Voss, Brian Lee 
Wagner, Christopher William 
Wagner, David Eric 
Wagner, Tina Michelle 
Waitkus, Gina Christine 
Wales, Christopher T. 
Wallace, Crnig Allen 
Walters, Caprice Darrell 
Wanger, Stephan Rainer 
Wowrtyniak, Alan G. 
Weimann, Gretchen Ruth 
Weinges, Nicholcua 
Weissgerbor, Thoma, 
Wells, Sclvin Conrad 
Welton, Juimc Alun 
Wcnstrnnd, Peter Eric 
Wervo, Becky C. 
Wesu:rllcld, Tiffuny Su:tanno 
Wounorc, Nick Anthony 
Whnlon, Euginn A. 
Whcotley, Ocorgo Llutcc 
WhiUiey, Ann-Corinne 
Whiuenhull, Angela Lynn 
Wlckon. hudtl Ocor11o 
Wicu. Robin Lynn 
Wljus. Ch1tl01 
WI leo•. Ouvld Colvcn 
Wlldor, JIIJIOn Merlo 
WllllttmN, nrrlo Annouo 
Wllllnm~ . Cluronco NuLhnn 
WlllltuuN, Ulounor 
Wllllttm8, HmUI Jon 
WiUiams, Jennifer Denean 
WiUiams, Kim Sherrie 
Williams, Rachel Mary 
Williams, Sarah Camille 
Willis, Sheila Ann 
Willis, Timothy John 
WiUs, James Richard 
Wilson, Angela Delores 
Wilson, Marc Harley 
Winski, JiU Marie 
Winter, Aneshia Ann 
Winterstein, Steven Michael 
Wisniewski, Holly A. 
Wisniewski, Jennifer Ann 
Wixted, Gregory Laurence 
Wojnaroski , Jennifer K. 
Wolle, Sonya Rachael 
Wong, Stephen King 
Wonganudroj, Pakorn 
Worley, Kelli Denise 
Wright, Kim Renee 
Wroblewski, Perry D. 
Wu, David Chin 
Wys, Tammy Marie 
Xentaras, Theodore V. 
Yaghob, Nahrin 
Yasatan, Alev N. 
Vashon, Benneu A. 
Yatabe, Thomas Dudley 
Y edlicka, Richard Joseph 
Yocum, Ryan Scott 
Yoon, Susan MeeRim 
Yost, Stephen Reynolds 
Youkhana, Wayne Wilson 
Young, Craig James 
Young, Robyn Erika 
Younglove, Joseph Anthony 
Youngs, Matthew Lewis 
Yousll'a, Mary Margaret 
Yun,Chae 
Zajkowslci, Laura Susan 
Zapata, Monica Maria 
Zbaraz, Tobby Aaron 
Zeedyk, Angela Geridine 
zenere, Denine Geri 
ZCrvic, Deborah C. 
Ziad, Nezar Ibrahim 
Ziemba, Paolo Joel 
Zilch, Tamara Lynn 
Zuckerberg, Brian Howanl 
Zupancic, Sandy Josephine 
Zurak, Maria-Nikola 
Masters Program 
Arnandes, Grace B. 
Anderson, Bruce S. 
Aparicio, Eduardo 
Balish, Denise M. 
Beran, Darlene M. 
Bermudez, Maria 
Bernstein, Arnie 
Blalcemore, Sheree D. 
Bob, Ta.mmie 
Boerman-ComeU, William Ray 
Bowsky, Kimberly I. 
Brailey, Kristine Helen 
Breitling, Christopher B. 
Brown, MyrtisJ. 
Brundige, Keith 
Bush, Carol Renec 
Bushing, David L. 
Busot, Jorge A. 
Cable, Anthony W. 
Callo, Laura Ann 
Cao, X lao Qiao 
Carl, Renee K. 
Carmel, Suzanne Lynn 
Carrasco, Alma L. 
Carrasquillo, Teresa 
Chang, Hsiang-Chun Olinda 
Chao, Ting-Pang Eric 
Coleman, Slashtiphet Jeffrey M. 
Comminos, Linda C. 
Cosentino, Ocno F. 
Cross, Deloisc 
David, Bllzaboth T. 
Davis, An~ M. 
Delgado. Alma I. 
DeWeese, Keith Patrick 
DoYoong,Jonathan W. 
Dixon, R11choi 
Do1ior. Raymond 
Drako 
Bldonborg, Pam 
Blllou. Timothy J. 
Blsoy, Mlchllol J. 
Bwnrs. Paula Marlo 
Gzoll. 011tbara A. 
J1nntl!ll. Ll1111 0. 
Jll~chor, SIC!ven 
florwyth, Llllll'll 0 1'01111 
Oull111thot, Michael P. 
If, If 
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Galloway, Sarah I. 
Oates, Stephanie J. 
Goldman, Lisa B. 
Graff, Stephanie J. 
Grandfield, Kevin 
Greissel, Michael E. 
Guard, Gay Carroll 
Gutierrez, Leticia 
Handschuh, Judith H. 
Hayes, Cecelia N. 
Hippenhammer, Craighton T. 
Hirshfield, Deborah L. 
Huynh, Hoi T. 
Irvine, Alexander R. 
Irvine, Matthew Grant 
Isett, Stuart Halper 
Jacobs, Rich L. 
Jagielslci, Donna Marie 
Kaminslci, Philip 
Knutson, Paul W. 
Kohler, Kimberly M 
Kolf, Mary E. 
Kost,LisaN. 
Krol, Frederic B. 
Lai, Li-Hwei 
Lally, Eileen D. 
Langan, Susan S. 
Lan&Jais, Ann Caroline 
Lara, Luis R. 
Leonard, Donald J 0 
Ma,Jiadong 
Macomber, DouglasJ. 
Magid, Laura B. 
Marquez, Glenda 
Martinez, Patricia 
Mayer, Carla J. 
McAlpin, Darleue E. 
McDonough, Nancy M. 
Mills, Julie A. 
Mills, Pamela A. 
Minford, George Michael 
Monet, Edna L 
Monrroy, Martha 
Morales, Isley 
Mroz, Susan Marie 
MUSiafaa, Ayesha K. 
Ness, Gregory A. 
Nevel, Jocelyn A. 
O'Hara, ScotT. 
O'Shaughnessy, John F. 
Paranjape, Janak s. 
Plllt, Gloria A. 
Poonapital, Prakasit 
Ramirez, Maria del Rosario 
Rife, Pauleue J. 
Ritter, Sherilyn June 
Rivera, Nancye F'lgiiCrotl 
Robb, Gary W. 
Rodriguez, Rosemarie Yisrael 
Romo, Cristina 
Rose, Sharon Clay 
Rubio, Pauleue 
Ruuenbeti. Barbera A. 
Sail, Shehnaz 
Sass. Julie 
Schaults, Janice A. 
Schnierle, Lynn M. 
Schultz, Reid B. 
Sebastian, Michael Russell 
Sepe, Christine A. 
Sheridan, Jennifer 
Shore, Debra E. 
Smith, Shclah 
Stefan, Ingrid 
Steinhoff, Jonathan 0 . 
Stevens, Roger E. 
Subgranon,Tasanco 
Sutlcer, Rita 
Sweeney, Susan K. 
Swerdlik, Gail M. 
Szoradi, Stephen Hill 
Tautvydas, Nida A. 
Teubctt, Laura Kathlcco 
Thomas, Willa 
nsa.Beth A. 
Truk. Unda L. 
Turner, Duane D. 
UhU, Jacqucllno R. 
Urbut, Nancy J. 
Vinl!Sity ,Jay A. 
Vlahos, Gus 
Vukaslnovlc, Maria 
Weiss, Plul T. 
Wcycnnann, Diane H. 
Wh.luccl, Denbo 
Wllllama, Olarlee H. 
Wllaon-(loOOy, =BIIen oaaYia Wonpiboon, Y 
Wrlaht, Joyc:o 
Wrobcl, Kath~ A. 
Y~~eullo. lil~ A. 
Yonan, Bltbara Conely 
~MA __ Y_J~l,~l-~_4 ____________________ ~--------------------------~11 
A Second City Reunion featuring: 
Fran Adams 
Scott Adsit 
Jim Zulavic ················· ··········· 
Special Guest Appearances by 
Ivory Ocean from the TV 
BLOSSOM and KEY WEST 
and Isabella Hofmann 
TV sitcoms SISTERS and DEAR J · 
An acoustic performance by 
The Blind Venetians 
Dance performances by ! 
Colleen Halloran i .. - --+--~ 
Tabatha Russell-Koylass 
..................................... ··············!-···' 
Poetry by 
Diane Williams 
lnka Alia Sade 
Reading by 
Shawn Shiflett 
Plus... , 
Award winning film presentati9ns 
•g4 Grad 
Discount! 
2 for :1.. 
Saturday1 
June 11th1 1994 
J :30 ·3:30p.m. 
Getz Theater 
72 East 11th Street 
For ticket information call 
oJones & 
s Grethia Hightower 
12 MAY31, 1994 
Women get R-E~S-P-E-C-T§i:fej· :-<J~1BF~I 
By Trlna Averette Whatever your preference m the producer and director of R-E-S-P· 
Cmnspondmt past 30 years of popular m'!sic, it E-C·T, Antje Gehrken, said the 1~Y Ken Dickens 
was performed m R-E-S-P-E-C-T. show was created as a chronologi- pport•Rqmtu 
Everyone exiting the Getz The list included: Laquita cal portrait of the development of 
Theater on a recent Wednesday Covington performing Sweet women in rock 'n' roll in the past 
nightleftwithahigherappreciation Thing and What's Lave Gotto do three decades. The performers 
ofthe femaleartists whohave made With It; Patricia Garza performing were all students of Gehrken and 
their contribution to rock 'n ' roll And When I Dl~ and Right By Your instructor1oe Cerqua. 
and the. performance put .on by Side; Tremmiel Hill ~rfonning The band can't be forgotten 
Columboa College students m thelf Tall in ~he S4ddle; Lon K. Maher either. From opening to closing 
producuon, R-E-S·P-E-C-T. performmg I Fttlthe Earth Move curtain, they didn't miss a beat and 
The show was fantaSUc and full by Carole King and The kept the show rockin'. They were: 
of ~ery talented people, raved · Emperor's New Clothes by Slnead lead guitarist Thomas Yatabe; per-
audaence members ~ they left the O'Connor, Nana McFarland-Long cussionist Tony Ceraulo; Charles 
theater, still mesmenzed by the last in Danny's All-Star Joint; Monica Freeman on alto sax; Bob Garret-
pe rformanc e of, I ' m Every Maxwellinl..adyMarmaladeand l LaS, percussion; George Krvegan, 
Woman. The ravishing show ~'!' am Every Woman; Jennifer Peter- rhythm guitar; Don Konopka, 
opea.ed woth Aretha Frankltn s son be lted out Mt and Bobby drums; Rich Laurence, ttombone; 
Respect, pe rformed by Salwa McGee; Juliet Schaefer did One Tracy Mangialardi and Jamie Mc-
Rnhim. As ~e crowd settled in , the Fl11e Day and Cactus Tree; and Cool, keyboards; Tom O'Gorman, 
show conunued wuh the back- finally, Moses Valdez performed bass guitar; and Abel Villa tenor 
ground singers swaying gracefully the Prete11ders' Back on the Chai11 sax. ' 
as Chester Gregory II performed Gang. R-E·S·P·E-C-T was absolutely 
Uti/~ E1·a's Locomotion. Songwriter and guitarist, unforgettable. Thetalentoftheper-
There was a meshing of other graduate of Columbia's music formers and the amount of 
favorites ranging from rhythmic, to school, instructor at Columbia professionalism injected into the 
soulful, to maje>tic an. I free. s once 1990 and now creator. production showed. 
File Room attacks censorship 
By Sergio Barreto 
Sbff Wnttr 
Censorship may be impossib~c to 
define, but Th~ Fil~ Room, an in-
teractive computer proj ect by 
Spanish artist Antonio Muntadas, 
provides a means for disussing cul-
tural censorship. 
Installed at the ChiCilgO c~ltural 
Center, The Flit Room was 
designed to embody infon .. ~~.;~ 
contr~l. The walls of the space are 
lined from tl:e floors to the ceiling 
",;.: , ; .. · :;.. !iling cabinets. Ten 
un.put ... r terminals accessing the 
the archive replace me drawers in 
the cabm ''< 
CO l l EGI"Z 
The archive opens with defini 
tions of censorship gathered from • 
number of different sources. Frorr 
there, visitors can access almost 
400 cases of censorship in the area_ 
of visual art, music, dance, theater, 
performance and literature. Among 
the instances of cultural censorship 
is supression of individual artwork$ 
and artist's careers, bans on entire 
mediums and subject matters al 
various times in history, self-sup-
pression by fear of repriS<ils an<' 
denaed or limited access to in forma 
tion on cultural achievements b) 
minority groups. 
Cases range from an attempt to 
edit Homer in 400 B.C. to an at-
tempt to censor Steven Spielberg's 
Schindler's List in the Middle East. 
All case fLies contain a synopsis of 
the work, the controversy that sur-
'"""ucd •t an<! wnenever poss:o:..: , 
a visual or aural reproduction of the 
subject matter, such as a 15-second 
clip from D.W. Griffith's 1915 
film, Birth of a Nation. 
Rather than being a finished work, 
The FUe Room is an ongoing project 
involving artists and the public. 
Anyone can add Wimples of censcc-
ship or comments on the topi.:, either 
by visiting the insllt1lation or by ac-
File Room 
See page 14 
The end of the year is here and fust off I'd like to thank two of the best 
editors in the world, Joe Schrank and Matt Kurten, who, since the farst 
Sports Beat, have offered ttemendous assistance in bringing you this 
column every week - thanks guys! 
Recently, the season, and the three-year championship reign came to 
an end for the Bulls in a 87-77 loss in game seven of the Eastern 
Conference Semifinal to the Knicks at Madison Square Garden. The loss 
also ended the roars of the crowd at the old bam on Madison. Next year 
the Bulls and the Blackhawks will be bringing the familiar roar to an 
unfamiliar site- the new United Center on Madison. Don't fret sports 
fans it has been a glorious three years for the Bulls, and well, the 
Blackhawks will always have a long way to go- get rid of Darryl Sutter, 
bring back Mike Keenan, and who knows, Sir Stanley may come to 
Chicago with his cup. 
No one thought the Bulls were even going to get as far as they did 
without the assistance of his "aimess." But, as was the case in the 
previous six games, the Bulls didn ' t have what it took to get the job done 
in the fourth quarter. And Mike's way too busy whiffmg and learning 
that life is good without slam dunks and Anthony Mason. Begrudgingly, 
I'd say it was all the Knicks defense, but you can't pass up the fact that 
blinders became standard uniform for the referees in the series. And if 
nothing else in this world goes my way, I will never swallow Pat Riley 
making money off of the term "threepcat" for one of his own teams' 
accomplishments. 
The 1994-95 season will be a course in "rebuilding 101" for the Bulls 
whose internal problems and general team selfiShness have given 
reporters more than basketball to talk aboul Free agent Horace Grant 
wants to "shop himself around" the NBA and see what he's worth on 
the market - must be an ego thing. Rumors of Scottie Pippen going 
elsewhere only add to the ttouble the Bulls face in 1994-95. Maybe if 
they would have imitated Milwaukee and tanked this season the Bulls 
would be looking at a lottery pick in the '94-'95 draft instead of 20th 
pick. 
In any event, the Bulls have brought a city together, uniting neighbors 
and people with nothing in common in front of their television sets to 
cheer on Chicago's three-time world champions. Hopefully this will not 
be the last championship the city of Chicago and the Bulls can hoist into 
the rafters of the new United Center. Thanks Bulls. 
James dazzles crowd 
By ScoH Molenhouse 
S14ffWrittr 
The band James was in town 
Sunday, May 22, to perform songs 
from the ir lates t album, Laid, 
before a sold-out crowd at the 
Rivaera. The audience was party to 
one of the best live bands around 
today. 
James has fmally reached a re-
spectable level of success here in 
America selling out the Riv in less 
than 10 minutes, but it was notal-
ways like this for the band, as it has 
taken them nearly II years to reach 
their current popular status. In fact, 
it wasn't until about three years ~~go 
that JatrUs began playing in the 
States. Now, the group is back for 
the third time in a year, still touring 
for their laaest album. 
Opening the sold-out bill for 
Jam1s was the band TuM who 
failed to impress most people, 
mainly because of the brewing an-
ticipation of Jamn' performance. 
Aflcr a long, anxiety filled wait 
for Tuas to clear the stage, Jam•s 
appeared. Shrouded in fog, lead 
singer Tim Booth danced and 
crooned across the dark stage, 
dressed In a button-down shin 11nd 
his trademark - a summer dress. 
What followed was a &real mix-
ture of 1011gs fromJom1s, both old 
and new. Booth stole the show as 
he dauled the crowd again 11nd 
again with his Insane tyle of move-
mont ond perfect voice. Jtu111s 
played songs from thlllt list throo 
albums, Jom11, Sll'tlf and Laid, 
whllo supported by 1111 lntonto light 
show. A video scn:cn displuycd 
dlffotont J)lllctnl and lhlpu thai 
blended In wllh the al11 bind mem· 
ben. 
Tho blind corlllbl.'l or Booth, bll 
slst J lm Olonnle, autlurbt LruTy 
Ooll, drumm\\r David Bayru n· 
l'tlwor, koybounUst MIIJ'k Hunlor 
and flllllU~ violinist Saul O.vlc . 
/OIItfl hid tho c rowd In 1 
delirious stale as they played 0111 
classics such as: Sit Dowrt, Born of 
Frustration and Uvt a Lave of 
Life. These were mixed with 
powerful James tunes like: Say 
Something, SotrUtimts and Fivl-
0 . The crowd erupted when they 
delivered a stirring version of the 
radio favorite, Laid. The crowd al-
most drowned out Booth's voice as 
they sang every word with him. 
Booth also captured the hearts of 
the crowd as he sang some of 
Jam~s· more mellow songs, such 
as: Top of the World and Dott't 
Wait Thill Lattg. ln these songs it's 
not only Booth's great voice, but 
also his heart-felt lyrics that really 
shine. In Dott'l Wait ThDI Lattg, 
Booth sings painfully with the 
lyrics: "Oh yes I love you/ but today 
I could hate you/ I could burt you/ 
because we're joined at the heart/ 
beats faster, hits harder, like a 
box or/ whenever we are apart/body 
langu~~ge is an S.O.SJ I doo't lrnow 
how our frghts swt/ not enough 10 
believe in love/ I don't know, I 
don't know/ how long will it take 10 
get used to me?" 
J4mfl also inttoduced Chici&O 
to some unreleased titles that 
proved to bo &real sonas. as Boodl 
shouted his mcssaae us ina a 
megaphone while danclna on 
lllge. These new t0np proved tbll 
)olltfs I a venadlc bind fir from 
the end of the 10111. tJiolr miWc 
keeps gettlna bot1er lind beteer. 
}OIItfl do.finltely lived up lO their 
ropuwtion as one of the ~ ll~ 
octs In music IOday, as lhcy pll)t 
to11ethcr better than any band 
around. Bleb sona Ia ~ lO~ 
~ tlon and IOUIIdl way lOO clOIIO liD 
the album vtnlon. That's aome-
thllllJ tbt 111\l' bend liD ltCOft\Pllsll. 
1'00'o' nodolltuboutlt,]..,, 
Wll lhe lllppenin& thaw In IIDWII 
lind their hour-and·a·llllf ail 
shoulll ao dUwn .., onc oJ lhc tK'Ist 
IIVIl aclllln 1\kiiJO In tm 
~MA~Y~3~1,~1~9~94 ______________________ ~-----------------------------1-3 
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eongramlationstYou~-~Made It 
Now- The fun Staru_,_,s~. __ _ 
Class of '94 Toyota College Grad_Emgram..._ ___ _ 
No Down Payment. No Peyment For 9.o.D.ay:~'-"s ..... ~----'----
Shifting from school to career means adopting finance rates** Or choose our lease plan whiCh 
a whole new mind set Words like~_reqJJir.es no security deposit. Either wa}: you'll 
quality become part of dail~rsation. Factit~.receive a one-.year free roadside assistance plan 
you've entered the real world ReaJity..h.owever, for added security~---- __ _ 
-----------
Se~ \01 1t I ,ocal Toyota f)ea1et. 
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Dahlheiner gives reference 
By Matt Kurten 
featuta Ellilor 
Atone limeor~in the course 
of our lives, we l8lce a Slep up and 
confront the realizalioo dllll it is time 
to ~a and follow our cb1iny. When 
windows of opportunity present 
themselves, we are faced with an an 
roo commoo silualioo: If we choose 
to grasp the opponunity. will it be lhe 
right choice? And, if we pass it up, 
what did we miss out on? 
Playing together since age 13. the 
York, ~sylvania quanet Uv• 
(prooounccd like alive without the 
Ma ") bas taken the reigns of their 
talent and channelled it into a des-
tiny they are living today. Band 
membelsChad Gracey (drums), Ed 
Kowalczyk (lead vocals), Chad 
Taylor (guitar) and Patrick 
Dahlheimer (bass) were in Chicago 
Thursday, May 26 for a sold-out 
show at the Metro to pro11101e the 
release of their second album, 
Tltrowlllr co,r. This reviewer 
100" 10 minutes out of Patrick 
Dalheimer's time to get a few 
words on the rocket-like assault 
these ~year-olds have made 011 
the music scme. 
F'ust and fomnost, Ure is a band 
UllCOOCelllCd with image. In fact, 
they are d issuned with the 
metamorphic quality M1V exmJ 
011 the imagu of musicians. The 
band's fust rdeue off of M•llllll 
/ewe,, OJHrllllolf Sptrll (Tit• 
TJralllfJ of Tradltlo11) was 
proiiiOied with a video 011 M1V 
ins1ead of radio play. The band feh 
that MTV di.uorted the message 
!hey were tryinsto lend by playins 
with their image. MMTV can do 
10111e pretty weird thinp for your 
imase," Dalheirner said. "This 
time we went to radio fllll [ wilh 
their fllll releue off of Throwl111 
CoPPfr, SeiU111 the Drollltl). We 
wanted people to bear our music 
without composing an image of 
us." Experienu has peld off for the 
band. MWe just contacted MTV 
about a week c r two aso," 
Dahlheimer said. He .also backed 
up lhe blutd's non~mmercial ap-
proach by saying lhat image is not 
what they're about - music is. 
"We're comfortable wilh where 
we're at." 
Where they are is in the middle of 
a U.S. tour lhat bas pecked housea 
from coast to coast - somelhing 
Dahlheimer and the band loves to 
see. ~e ' re really pleased wilh the 
way the album came ouL It caught 
our energy, it capiW'ed the emotion 
and intensity ol our live performan-
ces." Dahlbcim« slcemed. "The 
album was compleced last Julv and 
it kept getting pushed baclt ti · ;:;.: 
record company [Radioat tive 
Records]. For us, the wait h. <SO 't 
been 100 long." Undersland.. ble. 
u ve bas been to Europe three I i ; K'S 
and Brazil twice -- a ne'o\- ex-
perience for the band, but li1 nes 
they will nevec forgeL 
Uve's music on their fustalbum , 
Melita/ Jew•lry (produced '>y 
1•"1 Harrlso" ol Talkbtr Heads 
fame) had a very Maccessible," 
straight-ahead approach to many of 
the societal misconceptions and ills 
that cause segregation and haired in 
the world. "We lot very heady in 
our fmt album. I'm most definitely 
proud of tbaL There's a lot of crap 
that soes alonl wilh a succeaful 
album , but we've all stuck 
together." Dahlheim« said. 
When asked about what it's like 
to ntalte a living doinl the one lhinl 
that inspires and interests them the 
most, Dahlheimer felt jovial, 
MWe're like alriS}It, cool, let's take 
a trip, let's get on the [tour) bus. 
And we 10 and tee great places. It's 
a lot of fun. It doesn' t feel like 
It must have been Live 
To be a musician and carry out 
your dream to have your music un-
derstood and appreciated by peen 
and music moguls alike is the 
penultimate for any maker and 
lover of good music. To say lhat 
Ur•'• position amona today's 
mus!c IICene is small is ignorance. 
Ignorance is a diJease lhat Ur• 
wives to chew throuah lllld lay to 
resL 
Shufflina into the people-IIIISI 
that swarmed the floor of the Metro, 
we were inttoduced to opening act, 
VIc Cllu~tlllt. Vic bas redeacribed 
the term Mopening act" for years to 
come. His woesome, pitiful rendi-
tions of C.Wtiiii#Mclassics" caused 
minds to wander lllld mouths to 
water for aometinl more - IIOine· 
lhing live. 
And then, after a 20-minutc 
standby lhat pve enouah time to 
check the JCeDe and the people we 
were about to Mmosll" with, the 
liS}Its dimmed and Ur• burst into a 
song off their new album, Tllrow-
1111 CoPPfr. Chad Gracey's dnuns 
penetrated the skin, and the melody 
of Chad Taylor on auitar and 
Patrick Dahlheimec on bess built to 
a throb. The renwtably esoteric 
voice of Ed Kowalc:~:yk pierced lhc 
air and we were off. 
Uv•'s music ia dynamically 
powerful. Every tunc transgreS3CS 
from melodic to a tilbtly woven 
slam-jam lhat brou&ht the entire 
place to life. Bodysurfecs were 
abundant in the "pit," especially a 
22S pound ape of a man who was 
continually hoisted above the 
crowd only to fall after 10 seconds, 
get up and immediately maclleCe his 
path beck to the middle of the floor 
to try apin. This illY sbouid have 
been eacortod OUl after be trampled 
tile finl20 people. Anyhow, Ure 
continued on their set, uninter-
rupted. and only 00 the vase of the 
clinwt of the show. 
They started with four tracks off 
their new release -.d t1len went into 
B•arltJ of Gra) off their rust 
album, M111tal /IWilrJ. Ed 
Kowalczyk belted out the refrain, 
MThis is not a black and white 
world/to be alivr/1 say the colors 
must swirV and I believe/ that 
maybe today/ we will aet to ap-
preciate the beauty of gray," as 
Gracey pounded a steady throuled 
beat in the background. It was par-
ticularly interestins that the crowd 
was singing along to every song 
they played. 
Uv•' s direction is unification 
through straight talk. The 
rediculousness of sesresation 
through seneralional"tradilions" is 
what they attack. The ianonnce of 
aociety and its worthless ideologies 
Is further eumincd in o,.ro~~o,. 
SplrlJ (Tit• TJffUIIIJ 0/ Trtldltlo~t) 
when Kowalc:~:yk sinas. "Heard a 
lot of talk about this JesuJ/ a man of 
love a man of Slrength/ but what a 
man waa 2,000 yean qo/IIICIIIII 
nothing at all to me IDday/ be could 
have been telling me about my 
higher self/ but be only lives iDside 
my f!Cllyer/ so what be was may 
have been beautiful/ but the pain is 
right now lllld riJbt ~"It should 
be said that most of the relisious 
reference• made were not in 
deliberate llleiDpt to dedasaify lllld 
discredit the Christain faith, but to 
embody a mentality thlt is sweep-
ing the ~IOIJICthing seoenUon-
Ute played otbec favorites in-
cluding airwavo-fave S.llbtr tiN 
Drrulul, Minor so,.,, W.U.rlloJ, 
TIJU MJ Allllll• llld, in a jolting 
encore, Pilla Lin 011 the Rl'NrriM. 
Ure's performance at the Melro 
was unparalelled. The force with 
which they delivered their linea llld 
the distinct harmonies of these 
wundectinds are tradelurts that 
have carved 0111 a niche for this 
band in music. One hint: Doo'tever 
consider them pinups, or models of 
their genre. U'N is 1 powerbcuse 
without an attitude. They arc a rare 
species lhat can't be classified by 
style or loot because they create 
music lhat is ori&inaJ, autsY llld 
emotional. The future's untamed 
for these four, the only thing boJd-
ing them on the around is gravity 
and who knows bow long they'D 
abide by those laws. 
we'remakinsa living, but weare." --------------------------:::=~~~~~ .... 
If MY poop of """" ~ld )1Je\, nta1te a livins experiencins every-
lhins together and kcepins thinss 
in perspective at the same time it 
couldn' t be anylhins leu than an 
idyllic situation, one that Uv• has 
found lhemselvea in, and one lhat 
would be IOUS}I to live up. 
, 
----- -- ------------
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ceu1ng H .. a the Inte rnet: 
lmtv.//fileroom.aaup.ulc.edu.tf'J ic 
i<oo'rVdoclnlcn~.lli · JI). 
Muntada!J, who has bun baa ·<lin 
New Yoo alnce 1971, CODC<'J'/ed 
the proje<;t nea1 y I 0 year• &JIO a • 
lhe latellen11y in hlu ecleaofw•lfk• 
that llddrua power relatlon• in 
' 'l(.lely. The ~erlea ha Included h•s 
mternaOOnally pi'OICI'IIed ll!ltalla· 
11on• til• Board Roo111 and til• 
SU#tlu111. l ie lpenl the pa~l two-
and a-half yea11 working WJih 
r«eaJthen In ~w Yoo, l'arl• and 
Chicaso satherins example• of 
censorship and wllh the R1111dolph 
Street Oallery on the production of 
the project. Muntadal and lhe Ran-
dolph Street Oallery are currently 
rui1lna fund.t to pubUih a book con-
win I nil all the caaea they have 
aathcred and euaya on how and 
why Mupprcu lon or Information lult 
bc:cu on:hcttrllted lhrouahout hl•-
tory. 
Th1 Jill• HOOIII wiiJ be open to 
the public at lhe Chlc1110 Cultural 
Center, 711 e. Wahln1110n UlrOOIIhi L -------------------! 
September 4. 
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9 6480 Columbia Students ... 
16 
Academic Departments ... 
5 
Hokin Student Advisory Board 
40 Me111bers ... 
1 1 
3 Board Openings. 
1 
• 
It's Your School, Your Money 
Your Choice! 
The Hokin Student Advisory Boord is 
currently looking to seat new members for the fall 94 & spring 95 terms. 
For information on which academic departments are currently 
not represented on the Hokin Student Advisory Board, 
and how you may be able to join the HSAB, 
contact CaroiAnn Brown at x696 or in her office in the Hokin Center 
9 
16 
Thursday. June 2 
Crisis In Haiti: What b the role of the US? Discussion sponsored by the 
International Socialist Organization. At6 p.m. in room317,623S. Wabash. 
Bomba lo: Pima, a roncert of African rhythms expressed in Puerto Rican 
music. From 5 p.m. to 9:30p.m. in the Hokln Center, 623 S. Wabash. 
Friday June 3 
Columbia College'• 1994 Commencement, UJC Pavilion, 1150 W. 
Harrison, at 7:30 p.m. American Historical Association president, Dr. 
John Hope Franklin, will deliver the address. Theater /Music chair 
Sheldon Patlnldn will introduce the class of 1994. Dr. John B. Duff will 
give the presidential address. M ting Academic Dean Dr. Caroline 
Dodge Latto will present the Teacher of the Year Award. 
Saturday. June 4 
Squ int, Premiere exhibit of work by the television department's 
experimental video production class. At 4 p.m. in the Holdn Center, 
623 S. Wabash. 
Monday. June 13 
Summer Seulon claaoes begin. 
Summer Arts Camp at Columbia begins. Offers classes in the per-
forming, media and visual arts, taught by Columbia graduates and 
students to nine to 14-year-olds. Second camp begins July 5 and third 
begins July 25. The camp will be located at 72 E. 11th St. For more info., 
call: (312) 663-1600, ext. 574. 
Thursday. Tune 16 
Summer Open House. Prospective freshman meet In Ferguson 
Theater, 600 S. Michigan, at 9:30a.m. and transfer students meet in the 
Hokln Center, 623 S. Wabash, at 10 a.m. For more info., call: (312) 
663-1600, ext. 574. 
Through Tune 3 
Thesis Show, an exhibin in the Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash. Spon-
sored by the interdisciplinary arts education department. 
Through June 4 
Photography and Marketing: Liz Claiborne's Women's Work; 
GAP's individual of Style. In the Museum of Contemporary Photog-
raphy, 600 S. Michigan. For more info., call (312) 663-5554. 
Truths&: Fictions: A journey from Documentary to Digital Photog-
raphy, New Photographs by Pedro Meyer. In the Museum of 
Contemporary Photography, 600 S. Michigan. For more info., call: 
(312) 663-5554. 
June 10 - June 11 
Columbia College: Past, Present and Future, the college's first all-
alumni reunion. Showcase on June 11 from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30p.m. at 
the Getz Theater, 72 E. 11th St. Admission is $2. For more info., call: 
(312) 663-1600, ext. 420. 
June 11 - June 20 
Columbia College: Past, Present and Future art showcase in the 
Hokin Center, 623 S. Wabash. 
June 16 - June 18 
Mordlne and Company Dance Theatre' s 25th Anniversary Season. 
At 8 p.m. in the Dance Center, 4730 N. Sheridan Rd. For more info., 
call: (312) 271-7928. 
By Michel Schwartz 
Eucu.tiot Editor 
CLASSIFIEDS 
EARN BIG $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EMPLOY-
MENT GUIDE. Earn big $$$ + travel the 
world frul (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, 
Asia!) Hunyl Busy Spring!Summeraeasall 
approaching. Guaranteed succesJI Call 
(919) 929-439g, •L C257 
CRJJISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
TRAYEL ABROAD 
Make up to $2,()()().$4,000+/mo. tuciUna 
basic cooveraoliaW EnaJiah abroad. Iapon, 
Taiwan, ItS. Koru. Many emplayen pro-
vide roan It boozd + ochCI' bcocCJII. No 
tuclUna backaround or Asian languaaca 
requited! For info., call: 
(206) 63Z.1146,xt.J5713 
Nowhiringstudaua.$3001$900wkly.Surn- GREEK & CLJffiS 
merli'ull Tunc. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Earn$SQ.$250foryoundfolunp!OSSOO 
Sale ~ , Deck Handa, Bartenden, Casino foryoyr club I 1bil fundraiaercottl nothin& 
Dcalcn, Etc. World travel - Caribbean, and lull one week. Call now and receive a 
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii No B.xporience free sift. l -S00.932-0S28, •L 65. 
Neccasary. Call (602) 6BQ.{)J23. EXL 23. 
*EXTRA INCQME '94* 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY- Earn $200 - $500 wockly maiJina 1994 
~ Travel brochurca. For more information 
Earn up to $8,000+ in two months. Room send a self addressed nampcd envelope to: 
and Board! Transportation! Male or Female. Travel Netword, P.O. Box 612530, Miami, 
No expcrienccnc<:cuary. Forrnorcinforma- FL 33161 
tion call: 
(206) 545·4155, n. A5713 CRUISE JOBS 
Students Needed! Earn up to $2,000+ per 
CRUISE SWPS lURING month working on Cruise Ships or Land· 
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruiae Ships or Tour companica. World travel (Hawaii, 
Land-Tour canpaniea. Summer & Full- Mexico, The Caribbean, etc.). Summer and 
Time employmcnl available. No exp. Full·Time employment available. No ex· 
necessary. For info. call 1·206-634-0468, pcricnce ncceuary. For more information 
ext. CS113. call: 
Crull• E111J1k>Y1M111 S•,.,k•s. 
(206) 634-0468, xt. C5713 
WE'LL HELP 
YOU EARN 
$30,000 FOR. 
COLLEGE. 
Now the Anny can help 
you earn more than ever 
before for college, if you 
qualify . . . up to $30,000 
with the Montgomery 01 
Bill Plus, the Anny Col-
~egeFund. 
This could be the per-
fect opportunity to earn 
money you need for col-
lege and develop the 
qualities that will help 
you succeed once you get 
there. 
For more information, 
call your local Army 
Recruiter. 
Call (312) 922-5925 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU 
CAN BE. 
FACE VALUE 1'ho/o, '" 11:"" 1111"' ''"111 
- What plans do you have for the Summ e r brea k ? 
Freshman 
Undeclared 
Attend school and 
hopefully start working 
at the field museum as 
a visitors' service 
representative. 
Join a couple of casting 
agencies and try to get 
some parts in movies 
that wi II be shot in 
Chicago this summer. 
This s ummer I'm 
attending a workshop 
for a play called the 
European at Columbia 
with Cathleen Perkins 
and I' ll be working. 
Find a job, work and 
make as much music as 
I possibly can. 
Hopefully my friends' 
and my schedule will 
work together so we can 
practice. 
Graduate, go to 
for a week, sit on 
for a few weeks 
nothing but play 
And then, I wi 
endeavor to attain 
position at the 
World so I can put 
a down payment on 
mobile home. 
I'm taking two classes 
over the summer. I 'm 
also going to try to get 
a job ( hal hal hal) and 
improve my makeup 
skills so I can move to 
Hollywood and make 
lots and lots ofmoneyl 
